Introduction
============

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in the world, of which non-small-cell lung cancer accounts for the majority, with the 5-year survival rate being only 10%--15%.[@b1-ott-9-1449],[@b2-ott-9-1449] The introduction of low-dose computed tomography (CT) to lung cancer screening has resulted in an increased detection of lung cancer at the earlier and more curable stages.[@b3-ott-9-1449] Since a new multidisciplinary classification of lung adenocarcinoma had been proposed by International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC), the American Thoracic Society (ATS), and the European Respiratory Society (ERS) in 2011, pathological differentiation of ground-glass opacity (GGO) has been imperative and attractive for thoracic surgeons, as complete resection of preinvasive and minimally invasive adenocarcinoma contributes to 100% 5-year disease-free survival.[@b4-ott-9-1449],[@b5-ott-9-1449]

GGO is a radiological sign in high-resolution CT (HRCT) consisting of a hazy opacity that does not obscure the underlying bronchial structures or pulmonary vessels.[@b6-ott-9-1449] As a nonspecific finding, GGO can result from various benign and malignant diseases, including pulmonary edema, alveolar hemorrhage, nonspecific interstitial pneumonia, hypersensitivity pneumonitis, pulmonary alveolar proteinosis, noncaseating granulomatous deposition, sarcoidosis, and adenocarcinoma.[@b7-ott-9-1449],[@b8-ott-9-1449] It is reported that nodular ground-glass opacities (nGGOs) account for 19% of all detected pulmonary nodules with only 34% being confirmed malignant.[@b9-ott-9-1449] This makes it important to diagnose nGGOs before operation, in order to avoid unnecessary surgery. However, it remains a challenge for clinicians to differentiate benign or indolent nGGO from malignant and invasive one, although many CT characteristics of nGGO have been identified indicating its malignancy and prognosis, such as the diameter, volume, mass, attenuation, and heterogeneity.[@b10-ott-9-1449]--[@b14-ott-9-1449] Understanding pathological--radiological features of nGGOs and their interrelationships has led to changes in diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.[@b15-ott-9-1449],[@b16-ott-9-1449] It is necessary to develop a prediction model that can reflect the histopathological features and the radiological characteristics of invasive nGGOs to identify the optimal target population.

The natural development of GGO tumor follows a stepwise progression from atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH) to adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS), to minimally invasive adenocarcinoma (MIA), and finally, to invasive adenocarcinoma (IAC).[@b4-ott-9-1449] However, some adenocarcinomas do not follow this pathway, manifesting as consolidation and/or solid mass, with different genetic profiles. Therefore, lung adenocarcinoma exhibits heterogeneity in pathogenesis and progression.[@b17-ott-9-1449] *p53* is a tumor suppressor gene that plays a central role in tumor genesis, development, and metastasis; mutation of *p53* can be detected by immunohistochemistry, because mutant *p53* protein has a prolonged half-life as compared with wild-type p53 protein.[@b18-ott-9-1449],[@b19-ott-9-1449] Assessment of mutant p53 protein has been commonly used in clinical diagnosis and prognosis of lung cancer.[@b18-ott-9-1449],[@b20-ott-9-1449],[@b21-ott-9-1449] In this study, we established an objective and accurate prediction model incorporating parameters from CT with immunohistochemical *p53* expression for preoperative assessment of pathological status of nGGOs.

Materials and methods
=====================

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Tianjin Medical University Cancer Institute and Hospital. Written informed consent for possible future elaboration of data were obtained from all the subjects included in this study at the time of initial examinations.

We reviewed the lung cancer surgical registry system in our hospital between January 2012 and December 2014 to select patients with nGGOs that had been resected completely. The enrollment criteria were as follows: 1) HRCT showed that the lesions were nGGOs, 2) lesions' diameters were ≥5 mm and \<3 cm in any one of the three axes, 3) GGO proportion of ≥50%, and 4) only one GGO was observed in each individual. The exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) cases without pathological diagnosis, 2) small cell lung cancer, squamous carcinoma, or metastatic carcinoma, 3) adenocarcinoma exceeding T1N0M0, 4) cases with chemoradiotherapy or biopsy preoperatively, 5) preoperative CT was not performed in our hospital, 6) limited quantitative evaluation due to CT images with \>2.0 mm thickness or reconstructed without a lung algorithm, and 7) insufficient pathological slides. Finally, 176 patients (74 men and 102 women, mean age 52.1±8.2 years) were selected. The intervals between preoperative HRCT examination and surgery were 11.3±4.2 days (range, 1--23 days). Pathological diagnoses included AAH (n=28), AIS (n=43), MIA (n=67), and IAC (n=38). For statistical analysis, AAH and AIS were classified into preinvasive adenocarcinoma (PIA) because of similar biological behavior. [Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"} shows the clinical, radiological, and pathological characteristics of the selected cases.

Imaging technique
-----------------

Chest CTs were obtained from the lung apices through the bases. All CT scans were performed with one of the two scanners, namely, Somatom Sensation 16 (Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) and Somatom Definition AS (Siemens Healthcare). The scan parameters were 120 kV, 100 mAs, collimation of 16×1.5 mm, pitch of 1.25, and exposure of 0.5 seconds per rotation for Somatom Sensation 16 scanner and 120 kV, 100 mAs, collimation of 32×0.6 mm, a pitch of 0.7, and a rotation time of 0.5 seconds for Somatom Definition AS scanner. Raw data were reconstructed for HRCT with a thickness of 1.5--2 mm, an interval of 0.75--1 mm, and a sharp kernel (B70f) for reconstruction of lung. Window settings were modified on all images to optimally assess lung parenchyma (window level, −500 to −700 Hounsfield units \[HU\]; window width, 1,000--1,500 HU) and mediastinum (window level, 30--50 HU; window width, 350--500 HU).

Imaging review
--------------

Blinded to clinical data and pathological diagnosis, two experienced radiologists (with 7 years and 11 years of experience, respectively) evaluated the CT images. The observers assessed the location, shape, margin, node-lung interface, and internal/surrounding characteristics and also measured the diameters, total volumes (TVs), maximum (MAX), average (AVG), and standard deviation (STD) of CT attenuations of the total nGGOs. According to the recommendation of the Nomenclature Committee of the Fleischner Society,[@b6-ott-9-1449] the nGGOs were classified into pure GGO in comparison with mix GGO with solid component and ground-glass attenuation as well. The distributions of nGGOs were only determined in the pulmonary lobes. The shapes of nGGOs were described as round, oval, polygonal, or irregular. The margins were described as smooth, lobulated, spiculated, or lobulated with spiculation. Node--lung interface was recorded as well demarcated or ill demarcated. The internal and surrounding malignant signs include bubble sign, air bronchogram, and pleural indentation. The diameter was the maximal dimension on axial images. TVs, MAX, AVG, and STD were measured by drawing and summing a series of regions of interest on each continuous transverse level covering as large an area as possible from the whole lesion but excluding large vessels, until the entire lesion was covered.

Histopathological processing and *p53* expression index evaluation
------------------------------------------------------------------

The paraffin-embedded specimens that were obtained surgically were retrieved and were cut at 5 μm thickness for tissue sections, including the largest cut surface of the tumor. Tissue sections were then stained with hematoxylin and eosin for pathological diagnosis by two experienced lung pathologists. All nGGOs were diagnosed as AAH, AIS, MIA, or IAC, according to the IASLC/ATS/ERS classification ([Figures 1](#f1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}[](#f2-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}[](#f3-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#f4-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}).

Immunohistochemical staining was performed on the 5 μm sections with monoclonal antibodies (\[EP356(2)AY\], Abcam62376, Cambridge, MA, USA; 1:100 dilution) to the p53 protein. Briefly, routine deparaffinage by dimethylbenzene and dehydration by gradient ethyl alcohol were performed to the representative paraffin-embedded tissue sections. Hydrogen peroxide (3%) was used to block endogenous peroxidase for 10 minutes at 37°C, and phosphate-buffered saline was used to douche lasting 5 minutes for three times. Then, citrate buffer (pH =6.0) was used to repair antigen for 3 minutes. After that, sections were incubated with primary antibodies against p53 protein overnight at 4°C. After incubation for 30 minutes with the secondary biotinylated antibodies, sections were put into horseradish peroxidase complex for 30 minutes and into diaminobenzidine for 10 minutes, both at 37°C. Finally, routine hematoxylin redyeing, dehydration, dimethylbenzene transparentizing, and gum mounting were performed in order. The p53-positive cells showed brown nuclear staining. An Olympus BX35 microscope equipped with a Nikon DS-Fil camera (Tokyo, Japan) was used for microscopy and image capturing. Percentage of positive cells that express mutant p53 protein indicated by tan staining particles located in nucleus ([Figure 5A](#f5-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}) were quantitatively calculated by using Image-Pro Plus 6.0 (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA; [Figure 5B](#f5-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}), which has been widely used in biomedicine.[@b22-ott-9-1449]--[@b24-ott-9-1449]

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Interobserver agreement between the two observers was analyzed by calculating intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for numerical variables and by Cohen's kappa test for categorical variables. An ICC \>0.75 indicates good agreement.[@b25-ott-9-1449] The kappa-value of 0--0.20 indicates poor agreement, 0.21--0.40 fair agreement, 0.41--0.60 moderate agreement, 0.61--0.80 good agreement, and 0.81--1.00 excellent agreement.[@b26-ott-9-1449] For further analysis, the averages of numerical variables measured by two reviewers were used, while consensus was achieved by negotiation for categorical variables if controversial definition exists.

Numerical variables were expressed as mean ± STD, while categorical variables were expressed as frequencies or percentages. Chi-square or Fisher's exact test was used to analyze the differences of categorical variables among pathological classifications. Levene's test was performed for evaluating variance homogeneities of variables, with the results shown in [Table 2](#t2-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}. Consequently, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) analysis was chosen for analyzing differences of variables with homogeneous variances, while Kruskal--Wallis test was chosen for variables with heterogeneous variances among groups. If initial ANOVA and Kruskal--Wallis test show significant intergroup differences, correspondingly least significant difference test for post hoc comparisons after ANOVA analysis and Tamhane's T2 test for pairwise comparisons after Kruskal--Wallis test would be performed. Univariate general linear model analyses were performed to investigate the associations between radiological characteristics and *p53* expression index (p53-EI) of nGGOs. Partial correlation coefficients were established between variates and p53-EI, after adjusting for other covariates. Crude and adjusted effects (beta coefficients) were estimated. Multivariate stepwise linear regression was conducted to identify independent variables that predict p53-EI and to establish equation for calculating p53-EI prediction. Finally, the receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed for comparing the capacity of numerical variables in predicting invasiveness of nGGOs. Differences of diagnostic performance were analyzed between p53-EI and p53-EI prediction by comparing the areas under the curves (AUCs) according to the method described by Delong et al.[@b27-ott-9-1449] All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA), and all hypothesis tests were two sided with a significance level of 0.05.

Results
=======

Patients' demographic and clinical characteristics
--------------------------------------------------

Of the 176 patients enrolled, 74 (42.0%) were male and 102 (58.0%) were female, with ages ranging from 28 years to 72 years (mean ± STD, 52.1±8.2 years). Twenty-eight (15.9%) nGGOs were diagnosed as AAH ([Figure 1](#f1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}), while 43 (24.4%), 67 (38.1%), and 38 (21.6%) nGGOs were diagnosed as AIS ([Figure 2](#f2-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}), MIA ([Figure 3](#f3-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}), and IAC ([Figure 4](#f4-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}), respectively. Specimens were obtained from lobectomy in 67 (38.1%) cases, segmentectomy in 20 (11.4%) cases, and wide wedge resection in 89 (50.6%) cases. All pathological diagnoses were obtained within 1 month. There was no significant difference in sex ratio or age distribution among PIAs, MIAs, and IACs (*P*=0.361 and 0.200; [Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}).

Radiological--pathological correlation of nGGOs
-----------------------------------------------

The interobserver ICCs calculated for CT measurements are good, ranging from 0.829 to 0.912 ([Table 3](#t3-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}). The lowest ICC came from MAX, while the highest ICC came from STD. For categorical variables, the two observers also showed good-to-excellent agreement, with kappa values ranging from 0.762 for node--lung interface to 1.000 for nodular position ([Table 3](#t3-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}).

The morphological characteristics of lesions regarding the subtype, margin, and node--lung interface were significantly different among PIAs, MIAs, and IACs with all *P*-values being \<0.001. However, when compared pairwise, these three morphological features were only capable to differentiate PIAs from MIAs (*P*\<0.001), but could not differentiate PIAs from IACs (*P*=0.099, 0.804, and 0.781, respectively; [Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}). Lesions' location and intra/surrounding features including bubble sign, air bronchogram, and plural indentation were not significantly different among PIAs, MIAs, and IACs, with *P*=0.500, 0.112, 0.350, and 0.420, respectively ([Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}).

CT measurements of nGGOs regarding diameter, TVs, MAX, AVG, and STD showed significant intergroup differences among PIAs, MIAs, and IACs, with all *P*-values \<0.001. MIAs presented significantly larger diameters and TVs, as well as higher MAX, AVG, and STD than PIAs (all *P*-values \<0.001), while IACs demonstrated larger diameters and TVs, as well as higher AVG and STD than MIAs, with *P*-values \<0.001, *P*=0.036, 0.011, and 0.011, respectively ([Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}). The MAX was not powerful in differentiating MIAs from IACs (*P*=0.106; [Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}). The mean p53-EIs of PIAs, MIAs, and IACs were 3.4±2.0, 7.2±1.9, and 9.8±2.7, respectively, with significant intergroup differences (*P*\<0.001; [Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 5](#f5-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}) analyzed either by Kruskal--Wallis or pairwise Tamhane's T2 test.

By ROC analysis, AUCs of diameter, TVs, MAX, AVG, STD, and p53-EI are 0.706, 0.732, 0.837, 0.714, 0.898, and 0.914, respectively, to differentiate PIAs from MIAs ([Figure 6A](#f6-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}), and 0.744, 0.689, 0.718, 0.695, 0.688, and 0.786, respectively, to rule out MIAs from IACs ([Figure 6B](#f6-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}). The diagnostic performance of p53-EI is better than diameter, TVs, MAX, AVG, and STD either for differentiating MIAs from PIAs (AUC =0.914, *P*\<0.001), or for distinguishing IACs from MIAs (AUC =0.786, *P*\<0.001). When it comes to the maximum Youden's index (sensitivity + specificity −1) for parameters, we obtained optimal cutoff points of diameter, TVs, MAX, AVG, STD, and p53-EI to be 11.84 mm, 252.51 mm^3^, −131.8 HU, −583.55 HU, 133.08, and 5.62%, respectively, for the differentiation between PIAs and MIAs ([Figure 6A](#f6-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}). Corresponding to the discrimination between MIAs and IACs, the thresholds were 16.99 mm, 1,003.81 mm^3^, 173.09 HU, −508.98 HU, 200.85, and 9.79% for diameter, TVs, MAX, AVG, STD, and p53-EI, respectively ([Figure 6B](#f6-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}).

Correlation between CT parameters and p53-EI of nGGOs
-----------------------------------------------------

As no morphological characteristic of nGGOs was identified capable for differentiating MIAs from PIAs and IACs from MIAs simultaneously ([Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}), they were not analyzed for their correlations with p53-EI. Univariate general linear model analyses showed that TVs, MAX, AVG, and STD were significantly correlated with p53-EI with all *P*-values \<0.01, either before or after adjusted by other covariates, as shown in [Table 4](#t4-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}. The adjusted β coefficient of diameter is not statistically significant (*P*=0.148), which means it may have collinearity with other variables such as TVs. We also precluded MAX from final multivariate analysis because of its inefficiency in differentiating IACs from MIAs identified by pairwise Tamhane's T2 test (*P*=0.106; [Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}).

Consequently, TVs, AVG, and STD were selected for stepwise multiple linear regression analysis to quantitatively explore their relationship with p53-EI, as shown in [Table 5](#t5-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}. All these three variables were independent factors predicting p53-EI, with STD having the largest standardized β coefficient (0.361, *P*\<0.001) implying the largest p53-EI prediction power. As a result, we established an equation for calculating p53-EI prediction as follows: $$\begin{array}{l}
{\begin{array}{l}
{p53\text{-EI}} \\
\text{prediction} \\
\end{array} = 0.001*\text{TVs} + 0.012*\text{AVG} + 0.022*\text{STD}} \\
{\mspace{76mu} + 9.345(R = 0.599,R^{2} = 0.359,P < 0.001)} \\
\end{array}$$

The p53-EI predictions were 4.4%±1.0%, 6.8%±1.3%, and 8.5%±1.4% for PIAs, MIAs, and IACs, respectively (Kruskal--Wallis test *P*\<0.001; Tamhane's T2 test: PIA vs MIA *P*\<0.001, MIA vs IAC *P*\<0.001; [Table 1](#t1-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table"}).

Finally, we compared the diagnostic performance of p53-EI prediction with the actual one by comparing their AUCs ([Figure 7](#f7-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}). Although not statistically significant, the p53-EI prediction has a little higher AUC in differentiating pathologies of nGGOs both between PIAs and MIAs (AUC 0.938 vs 0.914, *P*=0.263; [Figure 7A](#f7-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}) and between MIAs and IACs (AUC 0.812 vs 0.786, *P*=0.718; [Figure 7B](#f7-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}). The optimal thresholds of p53-EI prediction for differentiating MIAs from PIAs and MIAs from IACs were 5.61% and 8.34%, respectively, with corresponding sensitivities being 88.1% and 63.2%, and specificities being 93.0% and 91.0%, respectively ([Figure 7](#f7-ott-9-1449){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

In 2011, the IASLC/ATS/ERS proposed a new international multidisciplinary classification system for lung adenocarcinoma.[@b4-ott-9-1449] The new classification system, which is based on HRCT--pathological correlation studies, can be used by radiologists, pulmonologists, and surgeons for predicting adenocarcinoma histopathology and patient prognosis, as well as for planning appropriate intervention.[@b5-ott-9-1449] For example, the GGO extent within a lung nodule seen on HRCT correlates with the extent of lepidic tumor growth on histopathology.[@b28-ott-9-1449]--[@b30-ott-9-1449] As for quantitative and more accurate analysis, the given GGO lesion was not homogeneous and no clear dividing line exists between pure GGO and mix GGO, a continuous progression paralleling to pathological progression from AAH through AIS and MIA to IAC has been recommended by many researchers.[@b5-ott-9-1449],[@b16-ott-9-1449],[@b18-ott-9-1449] This means that pure GGO is in a very beginning stage, while mix GGO may be a middle one depending on the percent of solid component.

In recent years, many efforts have been made in seeking hallmarks of nGGOs that may indicate tumor invasiveness based on quantitative CT.[@b5-ott-9-1449],[@b12-ott-9-1449],[@b14-ott-9-1449],[@b16-ott-9-1449],[@b31-ott-9-1449] For example, PIA most likely owns a low MAX, AVG, and STD, while MIA generally owns relatively higher MAX and little higher STD but a nearly AVG, presenting as mild mix GGO in most cases.[@b5-ott-9-1449],[@b16-ott-9-1449],[@b31-ott-9-1449] Thereafter, in IAC, solid component increased and moderate mix GGO comes up, which owns larger diameter, MAX, AVG, and STD.[@b5-ott-9-1449],[@b16-ott-9-1449],[@b31-ott-9-1449] Similarly, in this study, diameter, TVs, AVG, and STD were significantly and consecutively increasing along with the progression from PIAs and MIAs to IACs. Diameter and TVs characterize GGO from the perspective of whole basic framework of proliferation in comparison with AVG, which describe its substantiality and internality. STD manifests heterogeneity within the whole nodule. By ROC analysis, the optimal cutoffs of diameter and AVG for distinguishing PIAs from MIAs and MIAs from IACs were 11.84 mm and −584 HU and 16.99 mm and −509 HU, respectively. Lee et al[@b5-ott-9-1449] explored the thresholds of diameter and AVG for discriminating invasive adenocarcinoma with 15 mm and −472 HU, respectively. By ROC analysis as well, Takahashi et al[@b31-ott-9-1449] got the cutoff of diameter for differentiating noninvasive lesions from invasive with 10 mm. More similar is the result in the study by Peng et al[@b16-ott-9-1449] that the threshold of diameter and AVG for differentiating PIA from MIA and MIA from IAC were 10.55 mm and −615 HU and 21.8 mm and −464 HU, respectively.

However, all of these quantitative CT measurements are preoperative variables that cannot directly reflect lesions' pathology per se. In this study, we investigated an immunohistochemical index, namely, p53-EI for assessing invasiveness of nGGOs. Analyzed by ROC curve analysis, this index showed good diagnostic performance either in differentiating MIAs from PIAs (AUC =0.914, *P*\<0.001), or in distinguishing IACs from MIAs (AUC =0.786, *P*\<0.001). Inactivation of a tumor suppressor gene, *p53*, by missense mutations is a representative molecular alteration in various tumors and acts as an underlying mechanism of tumorigenesis or metastasis.[@b32-ott-9-1449],[@b33-ott-9-1449] It has been suggested that nuclear p53 protein accumulation occurs in the transition from early to advanced stages of development of replacement-type adenocarcinomas, and thus, it is a good indicator of tumor malignancy.[@b34-ott-9-1449] Aoki et al[@b20-ott-9-1449] found that as the solid component increases within an nGGO, the immunohistochemistry of the p53 protein becomes positive. *p53* alteration relates to the increase in solid component of nGGOs, which reflects invasive growth and poor prognosis as reported by previous studies.[@b10-ott-9-1449],[@b14-ott-9-1449],[@b28-ott-9-1449]

Nevertheless, pathological diagnosis cannot be obtained before surgery or biopsy. Only if there is a quantitative pathological index that can be measured or predicted preoperatively, we can accurately judge pathological features of nGGOs. Interestingly, all CT measurements in the current studies have a significant positive correlation with p53-EI. The increase in p53-EI goes along with the invasive progression of cancer cells, which made the parenchyma involved larger and more substantial and thereby causing larger size and higher CT attenuation on HRCT. The invasion of MIA and IAC with high proliferation of cancerous cells will always be out of consistent step and scattered in involved lung tissue, which results in higher STD on HRCT. Therefore, it is reasonable to associate p53-EI, that from histopathology, with parameters regarding size and CT attenuation from radiology. Aiming to predict p53-EI preoperatively, we established a multivariate linear regression equation to assess *p53* expression of nGGOs approximately, which even showed a little higher diagnostic performance either for differentiating MIAs from PIAs or for distinguishing IACs from MIAs, compared with the actual one, although not statistically significant. Actually in the study by Peng et al,[@b16-ott-9-1449] similar relationship has already been identified between pathological Ki-67 labeling index and radiological parameters of nGGOs on CT, and the prediction of Ki-67 labeling index obtained from CT measurements similarly as done in this study also showed close diagnostic performance as the actual one. Therefore, we considered that the correlations and regression model between CT parameters and p53-EI are biological and pathophysiological more than just statistical and mathematical.

The pathological diagnoses of nGGOs are significant for the selection of surgical procedures. Preoperative prediction of p53-EI contributes to the differential diagnosis of nGGOs not only from radiology but also from pathology. Most importantly, p53-EIs in nGGOs of different pathological categories are significantly different. If we could predict p53-EI before surgery, radiological diagnosis of GGO will be more accurate than only through radiological features. Malignant nGGOs commonly undergo a progression along with AAH, AIS, MIA, and IAC. As there is no invasion of lung parenchyma and lymph nodes, limited resections such as wedge resection and segmentectomy are appropriate for PIA, including AAH and AIS, whereas in MIA and IAC, invasion of local lymph nodes has been detected in some cases, therefore standard lobectomy is necessary for MIA and IAC.[@b35-ott-9-1449]--[@b37-ott-9-1449] A 100% and a \~100% 5-year disease-free survival have been reported for AIS and MIA, respectively, when completely resected.[@b14-ott-9-1449],[@b38-ott-9-1449] Therefore, the finding in this study is of great importance clinically.

Conclusion
==========

In this study, we established a regression equation to calculate the prediction of p53-EI of nGGOs based on CT measurements. This strategy allows us to more accurately estimate the GGO pathological category and invasiveness preoperatively not only from radiology but also from pathology.
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![HRCT and corresponding post-operative pathology of a GGO nodule from a 43-year-old woman who was admitted with chest pain.\
**Notes:** Transversal (**A**), coronal (**B**), and sagittal (**C**) HRCT shows a pure GGO nodule located in the right middle lobe. (**D**) HE (×200) staining of biopsy specimen obtained by segmentectomy confirmed this lesion to be AAH.\
**Abbreviations:** AAH, atypical adenomatous hyperplasia; GGO, ground-glass opacity; HE, hematoxylin and eosin; HRCT, high-resolution computed tomography; L, left; R, right; A, anterior; P, posterior.](ott-9-1449Fig1){#f1-ott-9-1449}

![HRCT and corresponding post-operative pathology of a GGO nodule from a 39-year-old woman who was admitted for a physical check.\
**Notes:** HRCT scans on transversal (**A**), coronal (**B**), and sagittal (**C**) plane demonstrate a mix-type GGO nodule in the dorsal segment of her left upper lobe. This lesion was postoperatively diagnosed as adenocarcinoma in situ pathologically (**D**, HE staining, ×100).\
**Abbreviations:** GGO, ground-glass opacity; HE, hematoxylin and eosin; HRCT, high-resolution computed tomography; L, left; R, right; A, anterior; P, posterior.](ott-9-1449Fig2){#f2-ott-9-1449}

![HRCT and corresponding pathology of a GGO nodule from a 43-year-old woman.\
**Notes:** (**A**--**C**) HRCT (transversal, coronal, and sagittal, respectively) show a mix-type GGO nodule within the right upper lobe in a 43-year-old woman. (**D**) Histopathological photomicrograph proved it to be MIA with tumor cells infiltrated stroma (invasion \<5 mm; HE staining, ×200).\
**Abbreviations:** GGO, ground-glass opacity; HE, hematoxylin and eosin; HRCT, high-resolution computed tomography; MIA, minimally invasive adenocarcinoma; L, left; R, right; A, anterior; P, posterior.](ott-9-1449Fig3){#f3-ott-9-1449}

![HRCT and corresponding pathology of a GGO nodule from a 50-year-old woman.\
**Notes:** A mix-type GGO nodule presented by transversal (**A**), coronal (**B**), and sagittal (**C**) planes of HRCT in the right lower lobe of a 50-year-old man. (**D**) Pathological photomicrograph (HE staining; ×400) shows tumor cell growing along alveolar with an infiltrative growth pattern (invasion \>5 mm).\
**Abbreviations:** GGO, ground-glass opacity; HE, hematoxylin and eosin; HRCT, high-resolution computed tomography; L, left; R, right; A, anterior; P, posterior.](ott-9-1449Fig4){#f4-ott-9-1449}

![Representative photomicrographs of immunohistochemical detection and measurement of p53-EI (magnification ×200).\
**Notes:** (**A**) The positive expression of p53 presents as tan particles located in the nucleus of tumor cells. (**B**) Quantitative measurement of p53-EI by Image-Pro Plus 6.0 (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA; red area means detection of the software).\
**Abbreviation:** EI, expression index.](ott-9-1449Fig5){#f5-ott-9-1449}

![Comparisons of diagnostic performances of the variables in predicting invasiveness of nGGOs.\
**Notes:** ROC curve analysis of diameter, TVs, the MAX, AVG, and STD of CT attenuation of nGGOs as well as p53-EI for differentiating MIAs from PIAs (**A**) and for distinguishing IACs from MIAs (**B**). According to AUC, p53-EI had a better differential performance than other variables. It is easier to differentiate MIAs from PIAs than IACs from MIAs.\
**Abbreviations:** AUC, area under the curve; AVG, average CT attenuation; CT, computed tomography; EI, expression index; IAC, invasive adenocarcinoma; MAX, maximum CT attenuation; MIA, minimally invasive adenocarcinoma; PIA, preinvasive adenocarcinoma; ROC, receiver-operating characteristic; STD, standard deviation of CT attenuation; TVs, total volumes.](ott-9-1449Fig6){#f6-ott-9-1449}

![ROC curve analysis of p53-EI prediction and actual p53-EI for comparison.\
**Notes:** AUCs of p53-EI prediction were higher than the actual measured one, although not statistically significant either for differentiating MIAs from PIAs (AUC 0.938 vs 0.914, *P*=0.263) or for distinguishing IACs from MIAs (AUC 0.812 vs 0.786, *P*=0.718) by the method described by Delong et al.[@b27-ott-9-1449] Inserted are interactive dot diagrams showing optimal cutoff points of p53-EI prediction for differentiating MIAs from PIAs (**A**) and for distinguishing IACs from MIAs (**B**), with corresponding sensitivities being 88.1% and 63.2%, and specificities being 93.0% and 91.0%, respectively.\
**Abbreviations:** AUC, area under the curve; EI, expression index; IAC, invasive adenocarcinoma; MIA, minimally invasive adenocarcinoma; PIA, preinvasive adenocarcinoma; ROC, receiver-operating characteristic; Sens, sensitivity; Spec, specificity.](ott-9-1449Fig7){#f7-ott-9-1449}

###### 

Clinical, radiological, and pathological characteristics of all GGO nodules among different pathological categories (n=176)

  Variables                       PIA            MIA           IAC             *P*-value   *P*1-value   *P*2-value
  ------------------------------- -------------- ------------- --------------- ----------- ------------ ------------
  Sex                                                                          0.361       NA           NA
   Male                           34             27            13                                       
   Female                         37             40            25                                       
  Age (years)                     51.2±8.1       53.5±8.4      51.3±8.0        0.200       NA           NA
  GGO type                                                                     \<0.001     \<0.001      0.099
   Pure                           35             9             10                                       
   Mix                            36             58            28                                       
  Shape                                                                        0.053       NA           NA
   Round                          37             19            11                                       
   Oval                           17             21            9                                        
   Polygonal                      7              15            9                                        
   Irregular                      10             12            9                                        
  Margin                                                                       \<0.001     \<0.001      0.804
   Smooth                         24             6             4                                        
   Lobulated                      7              11            6                                        
   Spiculated                     37             34            16                                       
   Lobulated and spiculated       3              16            12                                       
  Node-lung interface                                                          \<0.001     \<0.001      0.781
   Well defined                   27             51            28                                       
   Ill defined                    44             16            10                                       
  Internal/surrounding features                                                                         
   Bubble sign                    37             46            25              0.112       NA           NA
   Air bronchogram                19             16            14              0.350       NA           NA
   Plural indentation             37             29            21              0.420       NA           NA
  Position                                                                     0.500       NA           NA
   LUL                            13             21            11                                       
   LLL                            8              5             4                                        
   RUL                            31             27            18                                       
   RML                            8              9             3                                        
   RLL                            11             5             2                                        
  CT measurements                                                                                       
   Diameter (mm)                  12.5±5.1       16.3±4.6      20.3±4.1        \<0.001     \<0.001      \<0.001
   TVs (mm^3^)                    467.0±522.3    994.4±837.8   1,556.1±979.2   \<0.001     \<0.001      0.036
   MAX (HU)                       −224.5±202.5   36.0±180.5    249.6±306.2     \<0.001     \<0.001      0.106
   AVG (HU)                       −604.0±46.5    −560.4±57.9   −513.3±73.1     \<0.001     \<0.001      0.011
   STD (HU)                       96.7±31.5      160.2±37.1    188.1±53.9      \<0.001     \<0.001      0.001
  p53-EI (%)                      3.4±2.0        7.2±1.9       9.8±2.7         \<0.001     \<0.001      \<0.001
  p53-EI prediction (%)           4.4±1.0        6.8±1.3       8.5±1.4         \<0.001     \<0.001      \<0.001

**Notes:** PIA includes AAH and AIS. MAX, AVG, and STD denote maximal, average, and standard deviation of CT attenuation within GGO nodules. Unless otherwise indicated, numerical variables were recorded as mean ± STD. Sex, GGO type, shape, margin, nodule-lung interface, internal/surrounding features, and position were analyzed by chi-square test. Age, diameter, and p53-EI prediction were analyzed by one-way ANOVA analysis and LSD test. TVs, MAX, AVG, STD, and p53-EI were analyzed by Kruskal--Wallis and Tamhane's T2 test. *P* indicates the *P*-values for one-way ANOVA or Kruskal--Wallis analysis of all nGGOs; *P*1 indicates the *P*-values for LSD test or Tamhane's T2 test of PIA vs MIA; *P*2 indicates the *P*-values for LSD test or Tamhane's T2 test of MIA vs IAC.

**Abbreviations:** AAH, atypical adenomatous hyperplasia; AIS, adenocarcinoma in situ; ANOVA, analysis of variance; AVG, average CT attenuation; CT, computed tomography; EI, expression index; GGO, ground-glass opacity; HU, Hounsfield units; IAC, invasive adenocarcinoma; LLL, left lower lobe; LSD, least significant difference; LUL, left upper lobe; MAX, maximum CT attenuation; MIA, minimally invasive adenocarcinoma; NA, not associated, means the pairwise comparisons were not necessary; PIA, preinvasive adenocarcinoma; RLL, right lower lobe; RML, right middle lobe; RUL, right upper lobe; STD, standard deviation of CT attenuation; TVs, total volumes.

###### 

Levene's test of variables for homogeneity of variance

  Variables           Levene statistics   *P*-values
  ------------------- ------------------- ------------
  Age                 0.033               0.967
  Diameter            2.420               0.092
  TVs                 7.572               0.001
  MAX                 7.426               0.001
  AVG                 4.691               0.010
  STD                 8.335               \<0.001
  p53-EI              3.389               0.036
  p53-EI prediction   3.155               0.071

**Notes:** *P*\<0.05 means variances are heterogeneous, while *P*\>0.05 means variances are homogeneous. Variances of TVs, MAX, AVG, and STD were heterogeneous, which means they all would be tested by Tamhane's T2 test. As for homogeneous variance, age, diameter, and p53-EI prediction would be tested by LSD test for significant difference among groups.

**Abbreviations:** AVG, average CT attenuation; CT, computed tomography; EI, expression index; LSD, least significant difference; MAX, maximum CT attenuation; TVs, total volumes; STD, standard deviation of CT attenuation.

###### 

Interobserver agreement for nGGOs evaluation on HRCT

  Variables                                  ICC/kappa                                         95% CI
  ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------- --------------
  Type                                       0.893                                             0.767--0.945
  Shape                                      0.783[a](#tfn6-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.643--0.874
  Margin                                     0.775[a](#tfn6-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.651--0.863
  Nodule-lung interface                      0.762[a](#tfn6-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.623--0.832
  Internal and surrounding characteristics   0.912[a](#tfn6-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.815--0.954
  Position                                   1.000[a](#tfn6-ott-9-1449){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.000--1.000
  Diameter (mm)                              0.891                                             0.811--0.940
  TVs (mm^3^)                                0.881                                             0.767--0.938
  MAX (HU)                                   0.829                                             0.673--0.902
  AVG (HU)                                   0.897                                             0.846--0.923
  STD (HU)                                   0.912                                             0.830--0.954

**Notes:** Kappa values: ≤0.20, poor; 0.21--0.40, fair; 0.41--0.60, moderate; 0.61--0.80, good; ≥0.81, very good.

Weighted kappa.

**Abbreviations:** AVG, average CT attenuation; CT, computed tomography; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; CI, confidence interval; HRCT, high-resolution CT; MAX, maximum CT attenuation; STD, standard deviation of CT attenuation; TVs, total volumes.

###### 

Summary statistics of continuous variables in this study and their relationships with p53-EI

  Variables       Mean      STD      β coefficient   *P*-value   Adjusted β coefficient   *P*-value
  --------------- --------- -------- --------------- ----------- ------------------------ -----------
  Diameter (mm)   15.60     5.54     0.439           \<0.001     0.164                    0.148
  TVs (mm^3^)     902.95    865.76   0.383           \<0.001     0.219                    0.004
  MAX (HU)        −22.97    287.16   0.519           \<0.001     0.293                    \<0.001
  AVG (HU)        −567.84   66.79    0.388           \<0.001     0.214                    0.005
  STD (HU)        140.05    54.69    0.503           \<0.001     0.265                    \<0.001

**Abbreviations:** AVG, average CT attenuation; CT, computed tomography; EI, expression index; MAX, maximum CT attenuation; STD, standard deviation of CT attenuation; TVs, total volumes.

###### 

Results obtained with the application of multiple stepwise linear regression analysis (dependent variable: p53-EI)

  Variables   Unstandardized β coefficients   SE       Standardized β coefficients   *P*-value
  ----------- ------------------------------- -------- ----------------------------- -----------
  TVs         0.001                           0.0002   0.213                         0.001
  AVG         0.012                           0.0032   0.247                         \<0.001
  STD         0.022                           0.0041   0.361                         \<0.001
  Constant    9.345                           2.0318   NA                            \<0.001

**Note:** MAX (maximum CT attenuation) was excluded from the final model.

**Abbreviations:** TVs, total volumes; AVG, average CT attenuation; CT, computed tomography; EI, expression index; NA, not associated; STD, standard deviation of CT attenuation; SE, standard error.
